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Two views of the J/ψ in its µ+µ- decay channel
CDF sees the J/ψ as a beautiful resonance,
on a flat continuum, away from acceptance
edges, with a very good mass resolution and
an excellent signal over background ratio…

35 years earlier…
Lederman missed it
Lederman et al,
Phys. Rev. D8 (73) 2016
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CDF

PRD 71, 032001
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cross section: 4 µb
resolution: 20 MeV
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resolution:
~600 MeV

p-U → µµ
at 29.5 GeV
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J/ψ, ψ’ and χc pT differential cross sections

J/ψ

ψ’

CDF observed J/ψ and ψ’ direct production cross
sections up to 50 times larger than predicted by
the CSM LO calculations.
The NRQCD framework (where quarkonia can also
be produced as coloured quark pairs) apparently
solved the problem, albeit by freely adjusting long
distance colour-octet matrix elements to describe
the measurements…

χc
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J/ψ, ψ’ and χc pT differential cross sections (cont.)

ψ’
J/ψ

The crucial role of the χc feed-down contribution:
The first observations by CDF (May 94) became
known as the “ψ’ anomaly” because the theory
curves seemed to work much better for the J/ψ
However, when CDF subtracted the χc feed-down
contribution from the prompt data, the problem
became obvious also for the direct J/ψ

Prompt J/ψ
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ψ’ and χc feed-downs to J/ψ production

arXiv:0905.1982
CDF

A significant fraction of the observed prompt J/ψ
mesons result from decays of heavier charmonium
states, most importantly the χc1, χc2 and ψ(2S)

FT

The relative contributions of these feed-down
sources depend on pT and are not easy to calculate
Particularly interesting: the (unknown) χc1 / χc2 ratio vs. pT…
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The rebirth of the Color Singlet Model

ϒ(1S)

ψ’

The recently calculated NLO corrections to
the CSM have flatter pT spectra, leading to
a large increase of the high-pT CS rate
A smaller colour-octet component is enough
to reproduce the data, especially in the Y case

J.P. Lansberg (EPJC)
arXiv:0811.4005 [hep-ph]

J/ψ

 Differential cross sections are insufficient
information to ensure progress in our
understanding of quarkonium production
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Quarkonium polarization: the theory puzzle
Two conflicting predictions for the polarization of directly produced J/ψ mesons at high-pT
(equally good at failing to reproduce the data )

NRQCD factorization
Braaten, Kniehl, Lee, PRD62, 094005 (2000)
strong “transverse” polarization

λθ

CDF Run II data J/ψ + X @ 1.96 TeV
CDF Coll., PRL 99, 132001 (2007)
weak “longitudinal” polarization
NLO colour-singlet
Haberzettl, Lansberg, PRL100, 032006 (2008)
strong “longitudinal” polarization

dN
d cosθ

∝ 1 + λθ (cosθ)2
CDF
Run I

θ = angle between lepton direction
(in the J/ψ rest frame)
and a chosen “polarization axis”
pT (GeV/c)
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Reference frames to measure polarization
quarkonium
rest frame

z

production
plane

x

ℓ+
y
The angular distribution of the positive decay lepton is usually
reported in the helicity (HX) or Collins-Soper (CS) systems of
axes, which differ in the definition of the polarization axis (z)

“production” plane

y

Polarizations axes:
Helicity frame (HX) : quarkonium momentum in (h1 + h2) center of mass frame
Collins-Soper frame (CS) : bisector between h1 and (–)h2 directions in J/ψ rest frame
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The observed polarization depends on the frame
For pT >> pL the Collins-Soper and helicity frames differ by a rotation of 90º. In this case, a
pure transverse polarization in the CS frame, λθCS = +1, is seen in the HX frame as a (weaker)
longitudinal polarization, λθHX = -1/3, together with some azimuthal anisotropy, λφHX = 1/3.
Collins‐Soper
frame

x

z

helicity
frame

λθ = +1
λφ = 0

90º

y

x′

z′

λθ = ‐1/3
λφ = 1/3

y′

2nd example: a fully longitudinal polarization, λθ = -1 and λφ = 0 in the natural frame, is seen as
λθ = +1 in the rotated frame, together with a maximal azimuthal anisotropy, λφ = -1.
A measurement (or prediction) restricted to the polar parameter, λθ, in only one frame, contains
an ambiguity preventing a fundamental interpretation. The polarization is fully determined
when both polar and azimuthal components of the decay distribution are known, or when the
distribution is analyzed in two geometrically complementary frames.
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Hierarchy of reference frames seen by HERA-B

 Collins-Soper (CS) frame: most significant λθ and simplest anisotropy (purely polar, λφ ~ 0)
 Helicity (HX) frame : smallest polar and largest azimuthal anisotropies, indefinite tilt
 Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame: midway between Collins-Soper and helicity frames

→ The Collins-Soper frame is the one closest to the natural frame
→ For J/ψ production in the HERA-B kinematical conditions, the direction established by the
hadronic interaction producing the J/ψ is a better reference than the J/ψ direction itself
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J/ψ polarization: the experimental puzzle
E866: PRL 91, 211801 (2003)
HERA‐B: EPJ C 60, 517 (2009)
CDF: PRL 99, 132001 (2007)

CS
Three seemingly mutually
exclusive measurements…

Helicity
CS
E866:
HERA‐B:
CDF:

0.25 < xF < 0.45, √s = 38.8 GeV
‐0.34 < xF < 0.14, √s = 41.6 GeV
|yCM| < 0.6,
√s = 1960 GeV

inspire an “educated guess”
κ

λθ = (1 – ƒfd) x [1 – 21–(p/p0) ]
p0 = 5.0 ± 0.4 GeV/c
κ = 0.6 ± 0.1

P. Faccioli, C. Lourenço, J. Seixas and
H.K. Wöhri, PRL 102, 151802 (2009)
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The puzzling ϒ polarization: E866 data
E866 sees maximal transverse polarization
for the ϒ(2S)+ϒ(3S) states, with respect to the
direction of the colliding hadrons (CS frame)
while the ϒ(1S) state, of identical spin and
angular momentum properties, is found to be
almost unpolarized.
The 2S+3S result constrains the topology and
spin properties of the underlying elementary
production process.

ϒ(2S+3S)
E866

ϒ(1S)

√s = 38.8 GeV
fwd rapidity

The 1S result suggests a large
feed-down contribution and a
strong difference between the
polarizations of the directly
produced ϒ states and those
resulting from χb decays.
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The puzzling ϒ polarization: CDF+D0 data
The NRQCD predictions are more robust for the ϒ than for the J/ψ, given the heavier quark;
but no predictions are available for the (very low) pT range covered by E866
ϒ(1S) polarization was measured at the Tevatron
up to pT ~ 20 GeV… but the D0 Run II results are
incompatible with the CDF Run I measurements

Helicity ϒ(1S)
CDF

New CDF II results (Sept. 2009) confirm the
disagreement with D0 and with NRQCD
D0

λθ
NRQCD

CDF
Run II

CDF Run I : 77 pb-1
CDF Run II : 2.9 fb-1
D0 Run II : 1.3 fb-1
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ϒ polarization: summary of existing puzzles
Up to pT ~ 15 GeV, CDF observes unpolarized ϒ(1S) production, in the helicity frame
The CDF results are not immediately comparable (in a model-independent way) to the E866
observations, made in the Collins-Soper frame
Experiments should publish their results in a more meaningful way, not just in one frame and
ignoring the azimuthal dimension
The NRQCD predictions, supposedly robust for the ϒ at high pT, are ruled out by CDF…
The NLO CSM predicts longitudinal polarization: fine for pT > 20 GeV but not at low pT
Important remark: model calculations are for direct production; data are prompt
Eagerly awaited CDF results for ϒ(2S) and ϒ(3S) polarization will be ready soon (less affected
by feed-down contributions)
Ideal polarization measurement: all the three ϒ states, separating those coming from χb decays
(1P and 2P), in two frames, including the polar and azimuthal dimensions, over a broad pT
range and in several rapidity bins

 CMS 
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Quarkonium polarization studies in CMS
 Backgrounds
 The dimuon background is negligible

ϒ(1S)

ϒ(2S)
ϒ(3S)

under the J/ψ and ϒ(1S) peaks
and can be studied through fits to the
mass (and lifetime) distribution(s)
[ still to be studied in detail ]

CMS AN-2009/118

 Acceptances
 2-D grid in cos(θ) and φ
 Depend on pT and y (of the ϒ, J/ψ, etc)
 Are very different for the helicity (HX)

and Collins-Soper (CS) frames
 Are affected by the trigger
(single µ pT cuts, etc)
 And by the offline muon selection
(global muon, tracker muon, etc)

Discussed in the next slides

 Reminder: J/ψ polarization depends on pT (CDF) and on rapidity (E866 vs. HERA-B)
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Acceptances: a multi-dimensional problem
 Whatever the reality, the CMS detector

induces a “longitudinal polarization”

λθ = -1
λθ = 0
λθ = +1

all y, all pT
HX

Uniform generation weighted
by function 1 + λθ cos2(θ)

 The measured J/ψ and ϒ cross sections

depend on the assumed polarization
(the largest source of systematic error)
 We must do a 2-D (cosθ vs. φ) analysis in

each pT – y cell (for each of the two frames)

Uniform generation in φ
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Acceptance grids, vs. pT and y, in the HX frame
 Calculated with CMSSW 3.1.2 (fastsim) with HLT_Mu3; 2.4 M reconstructed/triggered ϒ(1S)

5 < pT < 7.5 GeV/c

12.5 < pT < 20 GeV/c

1.5 < |y| < 2.3

0 < |y| < 0.9

0 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c
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Acceptance grids, vs. pT and y, in the CS frame
 Calculated with CMSSW 3.1.2 (fastsim) with HLT_Mu3; 2.4 M reconstructed/triggered ϒ(1S)

5 < pT < 7.5 GeV/c

12.5 < pT < 20 GeV/c

1.5 < |y| < 2.3

0 < |y| < 0.9

0 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c
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Extracting the polarization parameters
 The 2-D distribution, after acceptance correction, is fitted (independently for each pT – y cell)

to extract the polarization parameters

 The fit only considers cells with more than 5 entries and with acceptance larger than 10%
HX, 0.9 < |y| < 1.5, 2.5 < pT < 5.0

ϒ

 Note: the fit is performed using a 1-D histogram of 360 bins, each 20 bins being the cos θ

distribution for a given φ bin, with 18 φ bins; this facilitates the visual inspection of the fit
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Checking possible syst. biases in the method
 Polarization generated and reconstructed

(HLTMu3) in the HX frame (using cells with
acceptance above 10% and > 5 entries)

1 M rec. events

ϒ

 A sample of 1 M reconstructed events

shows no systematic biases: the injected
polarizations are correctly recovered
 A sample of 100 K events provides enough

accuracy for a first publication on ϒ(1S)
polarization, in 5 pT and 3 y bins…
100 K rec. events

100 K rec. events
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Y(1S) polarization with 80 K DoubleMu3 events
 The DoubleMu3 trigger induces a bias

in the pT – y cells of lowest acceptance
(mid-rapidity, pT < 8 GeV) because of the
pT cut imposed on both single muons

ϒ

 With respect to the SingleMu3 trigger,

besides the loss of statistics there is also a
problem of limited phase space coverage…
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ϒ polarization: summary of CMS capabilities
A good first measurement of the polarization of the ϒ(1S) state requires a data sample with
about 100 K events collected with a low pT single muon trigger

It is extremely important to separately measure the polarization of directly produced ϒ mesons
and of ϒ mesons resulting from χb decays
But this will not be an “early paper” measurement…
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χb → ϒ γ → µµ γ (plus underlying event)

γ
µ

µ

The additional energy deposits in ECAL are
caused by background photons and by noise
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χb reconstruction
 About 50% of the ϒ(1S) mesons result from χb  ϒ(1S)

+ γ radiative decays

 Small mass difference, M(χb) - M(Y) ~ 440 MeV  particle flow photons
 The photons are accurately reconstructed, giving a relatively good χb mass resolution
 But we only expect ~5 K ϒ(1S) events from χb decays for 100 K inclusive ϒ(1S) events…

χb
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The CMS “Quarkonia Task Force”
The “Quarkonia Task Force” has been formed to ensure that CMS will prepare high-quality
papers on quarkonium physics as soon as possible
Foreseeable “early quarkonia papers” :
1- First measurement of dimuon production in the J/ψ and ϒ mass regions [in pp collisions at 7 TeV]
2- Measurement of the J/ψ and b-hadron production cross sections
3- Measurement of the ϒ(1S) differential production cross section
4- Study of prompt J/ψ polarization in pp collisions at 7 TeV
5- Study of prompt ϒ(1S) polarization in pp collisions at 7 TeV
6- Measurement of the χc / J/ψ cross section ratio vs. pT
7- Measurement of the χb / ϒ(1S) cross section ratio vs. pT

More interesting (but challenging) papers will be written if we succeed in improving the χc and
χb mass resolutions, using photon conversions, to isolate the χc1 and χc2 contributions to the
J/ψ event sample, and the χb(1P) and χb(2P) contributions to the ϒ(1S) sample
 Publications on quarkonium production and polarization will remain a large fraction of the
outcome of the CMS B-physics analysis group for many years
And several other quarkonium physics papers will be written on the basis of the Pb-Pb data
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The X, Y, Z of exotic quarkonium physics

D0

M [X(3872)] = 3871.61±0.16±0.19 MeV/c2
D*0 thresh. = 3871.8±0.36 MeV/c2

Another research
opportunity for CMS
Eric Swanson
Moriond 2009

Corresponding bottomonium exotic states should be discovered at the LHC…
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Summary
 The LHC is a “quarkonium factory” and the CMS detector is ideally suited to do high-quality

measurements of quarkonium production
 We will start by studying the J/ψ and ϒ prompt differential cross sections and the B → J/ψ

fraction; we will then measure the χc / J/ψ and χb / ϒ cross-section ratios, as well as the J/ψ
and ϒ polarization; later on, we will also be able to independently measure the polarization
of the directly produced 1S states and of those produced by 1P radiative decays, a crucial
measurement to significantly improve our understanding of quarkonium production physics
 The polarization measurements require large data sets, collected with a well understood

and high-performance detector, and covering as much phase space as possible. The muon
trigger strategy needs to be adapted so that CMS can have a high impact in this physics
from early on, while still optimising the bandwidth in view of studies of much rarer processes
(including the non-existing ones )
 The B-Onia physics analysis group is presently mostly devoted to Quarkonium physics; we

are a very active (and friendly) team, and provide an ideal framework for young physicists in
CMS. We should produce around 20 publications in the next couple of years, just counting
the papers on quarkonium production; we need young people to work on them and give the
corresponding talks at major conferences .
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Backup
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Acceptance grids: vs. trigger path
 Calculated with CMSSW 3.1.2 (fastsim) in the CS frame

HLT_Mu5

HLT_DoubleMu3

2.5 < pT < 5 GeV/c

0 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c

HLT_Mu3
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Acceptance correction
 The acceptance correction is done using 2-D cosθ versus φ grids, for each bin in pT and

rapidity, separately for the CS and HX frames

 The acceptance-corrected spectra reflect the input distributions, as illustrated by the

following 1-D projections (unpolarized case):
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Verifying the acceptance correction with weights
 These figures are similar to those in the previous slide, but now for the polarized cases,

where the generated and reconstructed histograms were convoluted with weights
 Also here the acceptance-corrected spectra seem to agree well with the expected patterns

1+cos2θ

1-cos2θ
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ϒ(1S) polarization (CDF Run II)
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Direct J/ψ production: from CDF to CMS

CDF

LHC

Extrapola^on of singlet and octet contribu^ons to direct J/ψ produc^on from Tevatron to LHC
energies (not very sensi^ve to details of underlying theore^cal descrip^on) gives:
The J/ψ cross sec^on ^mes branching ra^o into dimuons, in the “barrel acceptance”,
for pT = 12 GeV/c is 0.09 nb/GeV at CDF and 3 nb/GeV at the LHC : 30 ^mes larger
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“Bottom Production”, P. Nason et al., hep-ph/0003142
“1999 CERN Workshop on SM physics (and more) at the LHC”

Quarkonium polarization: from CDF to CMS
The analysis of the J/ψ, ψ’ and Upsilon polariza^on is a crucial test of NRQCD
NRQCD predicts transverse polariza^on at high pT contrary to the CDF observa^ons
Further progress requires measurements extending over large pT ranges  LHC data

NRQCD should be on safer ground for the
bokomonium system, where higher‐order terms
in the velocity expansion are less relevant than
in the charmonia case
If the charmonium states are too light for a
reliable non‐rela^vis^c expansion, the study of Υ
polariza^on at pT ≫ MΥ will be the most crucial
test of the NRQCD approach
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LHC

